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We present a new statistical approach, called principal clusters analysis, for analyzing millions of user
navigations among Web documents. This technique can identify distinct clusters of related information on a
given topic. In addition, it can determine which information items within a cluster are useful starting points
to explore the topic of the cluster, as well as key documents within the cluster to explore the topic in greater
detail. This technique should prove promising in addressing information overload and other knowledge
management issues.
Keywords:  Principal clusters analysis, navigation analysis, information overload, Web community, knowledge
transfer, trend analysis
1 INTRODUCTION
Information overload presents a formidable challenge to information workers striving to keep on top of things without being
overwhelmed by the effort required. This study develops a statistical method to address this problem. The method identifies
clusters of Web documents related to a single topic and then suggests which particular documents within the cluster best provide
either an overview or a more detailed, but key, view of the topic.
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Much research has been done on Web link analysis in the last decade, particularly in the field of information retrieval. Spiders
can easily capture and update link data, and link data are easy to store. However link data lack information about the users
searching and browsing behavior. Also it is hard to assign emphasis or weights to links.
Navigation analysis can address these issues. However, most research on navigation analysis has been concerned with individual
user behavior, such as web revisitation patterns (Tauscher and Greenberg 1997) and interface navigation issues.
The method developed in this study can be used to analyze weighted link data describing the navigation behavior of many users
within a large document set, such as an intranet or an Internet community. The method was tested on a large, heavily visited Web
site. Our experiments so far indicate that the method is successful in clustering documents and finding highly useful documents
within clusters, and that it can scale to handle large Web-based document collections.  In the following sections, we describe our
data collection, analysis, preliminary results, and on-going research directions.
2 DATA COLLECTION
We collected data from everything2.org, a self-contained Internet Website that is very similar to an intranet environment. The
aim of the Website is to develop a community that encourages users to create and discuss documents on a, hypothetically,
unlimited set of subjects. Each subject (or node) contains documents (or write-ups) that were contributed by individual users in
the community. The links between everything2.org nodes are created by users write-ups and navigation activities. A hard link
is created when a user puts square brackets around a word or phrase in a write-up he or she contributes to the system. A soft link
is created when a user travels between nodes. The common way to create a soft link is to type a keyword into the search box and
then go to another node returned in the search results. Besides hard links and soft links, a very small percentage (< 1%) of links
within the system are created by Website administrators instead of users. All types of links are dynamically translated to
hyperlinks when the page is served by the system, hence users can navigate the Website using a browser.
We use the term step to denote a traversed link from node A to node B, for which we write (A,B). The weight of step (A,B) is
defined as the number of times users have navigated from node A to node B. During an extended period of time, we captured
approximately 4.9 million steps between 336,752 starting nodes and 326,744 ending nodes. Step weight ranges from 1 to 6,561,
with the distribution of weights illustrated in Figure 1. These weights can be captured in a step matrix, but it is huge and sparse.
To reduce its size, we only included steps that had been navigated more than 30 times. Although only 0.6 percent  of the 4.9
million steps had a weight of more than 30, they accounted for 13.4 percent of all navigations.  We created a new popular-step
matrix (13,367 rows by 17,980 columns) to account for these. 
Figure 1.  Distribution of Weight of Steps
3 PRINCIPAL CLUSTERS ANALYSIS 
We have developed a method called principal clusters analysis that can assist users in finding useful clusters of documents and
especially useful documents within each cluster. Our notion of principal clusters analysis relates to principal components analysis
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(PCA) and cluster analysis, two popular data reduction techniques in multivariate analysis. PCA reduces from p to r (r << p) the
number of variables used to describe a set of data by combining correlated variables into unifying factors. The idea behind cluster
analysis is to group objects similar to each other into groups called clusters. Both PCA and cluster analysis can be approached
by singular value decompositions (SVD) (Jobson 1992).
 As does cluster analysis, principal clusters analysis divides a large amount of data into a much smaller number of groups. As does
principle components analysis, it also provides a compact description of data. We applied principal clusters analysis to our
popular-step matrix to help determine the structure of the underlying data and to make the underlying data more useful for users.
Step 1 of principal clusters analysis is to decompose the popular-step matrix using singular value decomposition (SVD). Recall
that the popular-step matrix depicts the source-destination link navigation structure among nodes. After decomposing this matrix
into its singular values, we obtain a matrix (of singular values) that corresponds to the underlying dimensions of the original
popular-step matrix, plus two other matricesone that maps the source of the popular-step links to these underlying dimensions
and another that maps the destination of these links to the same underlying dimensions. Mathematically, the original popular-step
matrix, A, is decomposed as follows:
A = U * S * VT
where U and V are the source-underlying_dimension and the destination-underlying_dimension matrices, respectively; and S is
a diagonal matrix of singular values.
Step 2 selects the n largest singular values from S (which correspond to the n underlying dimensions that account for most of the
variability in the original popular-step matrix) plus the corresponding first n column vectors in U and V (i.e., the top n left singular
vectors and top n right singular vectors, respectively). A is now approximated by:
An ~ Un * Sn * VnT
Step 3 shortens all of the left singular vectors by (1) identifying the k positions in each of the left singular vectors that have the
largest absolute value (largest loadings) and then (2) collapsing the left singular vector matrix onto (the union of) these positions.
The right singular vectors are shortened similarly to contain only j positions in each vector, j not necessarily = k. A is now
approximated by 
An|j,k ~ Un|k * Sn * Vn|jT
In selecting the nodes with the largest loadings, we hope to identify important start nodes and end nodes in users navigations from
the left and right singular vectors. We call important start nodes and end nodes hubs and authorities, respectively, following
Kleinberg (1999). 
Together, Steps 1 through 3 convert the popular step matrix, which contains frequency data for all steps navigated at least 30
times, to a much simplified representation that tells important starting nodes for navigation, the frequency with which they are
navigated to the most important thematic document clusters, and, once within a cluster, which documents most users find most
useful.
For example, for the following navigation step matrix among eight nodes, our method can reduce matrix A to two navigation
clusters, corresponding to the two largest singular values in matrix S respectively. The first cluster has node 3 as the top hub and
node 4 as the top authority, as indicated by the first column vectors in U and V. The second cluster has node 1 as the top hub and
node 7 as the top authority, as indicated by the second column vectors in U and V.
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0.03 0.00 0.54 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02
0.02 0.38 0.06 0.59 0.00 0.21 0.43 0.52
0.04 0.34 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.01
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.99 0.04 0.02 0.00
0.28 0.02 0.80 0.07 0.03 0.50 0.13 0.08
0.20 0.01 0.49 0.01 0.03
-0.84
0.94
− − − −
− − − −
− −
− − −
− − − −
− − 0.81 0.24 0.07
0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.00 0.15 0.75 0.65











  − − − − − 
0.02 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.23 0.27 0.93
0.01 0.61 0.02 0.79 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.01
0.01 0.02 0.07 0.05 0.98 0.08 0.14 0.02
0.00 0.74 0.03 0.07 0.03 0.01 0.02
0.63 0.04 0.60 0.02 0.03 0.44 0.21 0.05
0.39 0.01 0.30 0.04 0.13 0
0.67
− − − −
− −
− − − −
− − − −
− − −
− − .77 0.38 0.08
0.03 0.05 0.61 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.03











 − − − − −
  − 
Matrix A: Matrix S:
Singular Vector Matrix U: Singular Vector Matrix V:
By only picking the top hubs and the top authorities from the top 2 clusters, we can reduce matrix A to A2|1,1, which contain only
two non-zero elements:1  (A2|1,1)3,4 = 48, and (A2|1,1)1,7 = 27.
4 RESULTS
In our data collected from everything2.org, the popular-step matrix was 13,367 by 17,980. We select the 20 largest singular values
in step 2, and in step 3 for each singular vector we identify up to three positions with the largest non-zero loadings. The matrix
A20|3,3 is only a 54 by 55 matrix. What remains in this matrix are the key nodes within everything2.org and the links among them.
As we have explained, the top-n principal clusters are derived from the top-n singular values and corresponding singular vectors
using an SVD calculation on the popular-step matrix. The top 20 singular values, which we used in our calculations, account for
52.8 percent of total sum of squares. Similar to the dimension reduction using PCA, we have accounted for over one-half of the
structure in the original popular-step data by considering only 20 key underlying dimensions.
Table 1 lists the two top principal clusters from the calculation. For both of these, the top hubs and authorities are listed. We
named each principal cluster based on the contents of its hubs and authorities.
Table 1. The TopTwo Principal Clusters
Principal Cluster Top Hubs H-scores Top Authorities A-scores
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The singular vectors from our calculation are orthonormalized. The sum of squares of loadings for the top-n nodes in a left (right)
singular vector indicates how well the top-n hub (authority) nodes account for all the navigations in the corresponding principal
cluster. If the sum of squares of loadings for the top few hub (authority) nodes in a given cluster is close to one, it indicates that
these top hubs (or authorities) account for most navigations in the cluster. 
The largest principal cluster (#1, associated with the first singular value) has a single hub, Napster, with loading 1 (see Table
1). That is, the Napster node was the only non-zero value in the first left singular vector. This node has key information on Napster
and mp3 downloads and, as our analysis detects, is the most likely starting point for a user with those interests. The top authority
that we have identified for the same principal cluster, a node named Napster of Puppets, is a popular destination for users who
have navigated to the Napster principal cluster. Its loading is very close to 1, meaning that within this principal cluster it is a
destination (ending point) of nearly all navigations. Since the sum of squares of the top three authorities loadings is 1, the top
three authorities account for virtually all destinations in the Napster cluster.
Figure 2 illustrates the sums of squares of loadings for the top three hubs and authorities in each of the top 20 principal clusters.
Different topics affect the diversity of users navigation, which can be observed from the loadings of hubs and authorities.  For
Napster (cluster #1), a clearly defined topic, users navigation is heavily clustered around one hub and three authorities.  Learning
about everything2.org (cluster #2) is a less clearly defined topic and users navigation demonstrates less centrality.  For this cluster
the squares of loadings of three hubs still sum up close to 1, but the squares of loadings of three authorities sum up only to 54 per-
cent.
In the analysis above, we were able to identify the general pattern of user navigation. We have demonstrated that the statistical
technique we developed, principal clusters analysis, is able to identify useful clusters from a large amount of navigation data alone
and find both hubs and authorities within a cluster. We have also collected data involving millions of votes on write-ups, as well
as data on users bookmarks within everything2.org.  We have found that our method identifies hub nodes and authority nodes
that, on average, are over 15 times more likely to be voted on or consistently bookmarked than other nodes. Also, during
preliminary interviews, the system administrators at everything2.org told us that our results were very valuable for tracking
important usage within the Website. These observations further confirm that our technique is successful at finding useful
information.
Figure 2.  The Sums of Squares of Loadings
5 RELATED WORK AND NEXT STEPS
There has been some work to reduce the dimensionality of a complex problem by first dividing the problem then applying a
dimension reduction technique to each division of the problem. One example is the recent work on clustering singular value
decomposition (SVD) used for high-dimensional indexing, in which clustering is performed first and SVD is then applied to each
cluster  (Castelli et al. 2000).  However, how to create clusters with reduced dimensionality is still an open research question.
Unlike the efforts of Castelli et al., our goal is to cluster and reduce dimensionality of Web navigation data in a unified approach.
Our method differs from traditional PCA, too.  Traditional PCA is performed on a square symmetric matrix based on covariance,
or pure squares. However traditional PCA assumes an underlying Gaussian distribution, and in the case of Web navigation, the
distribution is neither Gaussian nor centered. The step matrix we use is a semi-Markov matrix with original navigation frequency
values.  
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Finally, we note that the term of principle clusters analysis was used by Mirkin (1987) for a clustering technique unrelated to our
work where the order of clustering is based on the deviation of a cluster from the rest of unclustered data.
We have a lot more to do on this line of research. Below is a list of issues we are exploring:
1. To revise and formalize our principal cluster analysis with theories from Markov chains, nearly decomposable systems, and
matrix algebra. In contrast to most existing Markov chain studies, our goal is to study the finite-step behavior rather than the
stationary distribution of Markov chains, since Web navigations are relatively brief.  
2. To analyze the navigation patterns of domain experts. These results may help transfer tacit knowledge from experts to
novices.
3. To collect navigation data across time periods. Using trend analysis and other time series techniques, we hope to help track
diffusion of new information, or to analyze the effects of certain events. 
4. To make our data collection more representative. We will use statistical sampling in the future in place of thresholding. Also,
we will try to improve the analysis with preconditioning of data.
5. To devise new, automatic ways based on link and usage structure to vet items submitted to an online community and rank
items by relevance.
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